
Easy to cut to the right size with a cutter knife. Connect joints between the wedi Nonstep ProS 

mats with commercially available adhesive tape.

Bond wedi edge insulation strips to edges with 

wedi 610 then cover joints to the wedi Nonstep 

ProS with adhesive tape. Finished.

wedi Nonstep® ProS
The latest generation of sound insulation 

for Fundo shower elements

wedi Nonstep ProS is a high-quality sound insulation fleece which is used under the wedi 

Fundo shower elements to significantly reduce water impact and footstep noises. The 

Nonstep ProS not only meets the minimum requirements (DIN 4109) but has also been 

successfully tested in the wedi system for compliance with the increased sound insulation 

requirements (VDI 4100). The soft and flexible material easily covers any unevenness in the 

floor, is moisture and rot-resistant, prevents mould growth and is recyclable.



wedi Nonstep® n Sound insulation

Your specialist retailer:

Discover more acoustic solutions

The wedi Nonstep range offers other sound insulation 

solutions for ceramic floor coverings, laminate and 

ready-to-lay parquet.

The wedi Nonstep Plan is a thin-layered rubber gran-

ulate mat with a flexible, mineral coating.

The wedi Nonstep Plus consists of a 6 mm wedi build-

ing board bonded to a rubber mat in the factory, 

creating an overlap.

Description Length × width × thickness Packaging unit Order no.

wedi Nonstep ProS    900 × 900 ×  9 mm 100 mats = 81 m² 011255007

wedi Nonstep ProS 1,200 × 600 ×  9 mm 180 mats = 72 m² 011255008

wedi Nonstep Plan 1,196 × 590 ×  6 mm 50 boards = 35.28 m² 011220000

wedi Nonstep Plus 1,200 × 600 × 12 mm 50 boards = 36 m² 011200000

Necessary accessories:

wedi 610, adhesive sealant

   Further product information and all product data can be found in the current 

wedi price list and at www.wedi.co.uk
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wedi Nonstep Plan  

Impact sound  

improvement under  

tiles: 14 dB

wedi Nonstep Plus

Impact sound  

improvement under  

tiles: 16 dB


